Google-like
pattern search
for Covid-19
medical research
and patient
monitoring
About Trendalyze
Trendalyze is a cloud-based AI platform for searching and monitoring for patterns in time series data generated by
sensors, machines, and monitoring devices. Like Google search changed the Web, Trendalyze pattern search is
changing how digital enterprises find and monetize opportunities from their data. Like words, pattern have
meaning to experts: a heartbeat shape can signal a heart attack and an asset price chart pattern can signal a
trading opportunity. Trendalyze automatically searches for known and unknown patterns and/or changes in
patterns in patient-level data, and alerts medical professionals. The platform has been used for ECG patterns
analysis, chronic pain management, and robotic surgery gesture detection.
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Relevance to Covid-19:
Changes in vital patterns reveal important
information about the progression of medical
conditions that can aid both treatment algorithms
and drug discovery. The challenge with pattern
discovery (even in DNA) has been that it could only
be done by statisticians. Trendalyze puts the human
in the loop and empowers medical professionals to
do systematic pattern discovery and build libraries of
patterns for monitoring and prediction.
Example: The screen shot shows a 32-minute SPO2
pattern that triggers an alert for the need of a
ventilator. Single sporadic drops in SPO2 are noted
but do not produce alerts. This particular pattern was
implemented in a Germen monitoring device, but
there are many more unknown individual and
correlated patterns that can enhance the care while
simultaneously reducing the cost of care.

The two opportunities are in scaling medical research
and in reducing the burden of monitoring
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R&D and Grants

Joint R&D grant with
University College London for
robotic surgery gesture
detection and optimization
Chronic pain
pattern
detection and
management
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Trendalyze is a leader in the market

The rapid growth of time series data
compared to any other business data
has created a $45B untapped market
opportunity (compared to the $16 B
existing Business Intelligence software
market).

$45
Billion

Time Series Intelligence

$16
Billion

Business
Intelligence
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